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Unit 1 
abandoned /@"b&nd@nd/  (adj) no longer used, and left empty
ambience /"&mbi@ns/  (n) the character and atmosphere of  a place
appropriate /@"pr@Upri@t/  (adj) suitable, acceptable, or correct for 

the particular circumstances
assume /@"sju;m/  (v) to think that sth is true without having been 

told it is true
attribute to /@"trIbju;t tu/  (phrase) to believe that sth is the result of  

a particular thing
build relationships /%bIld rI"leISnSIps/  (phrase) to develop friendly 

and successful ways of  dealing with other people or companies
build your skills /%bIld jO; "skIlz/  (phrase) to develop or improve 

your abilities at work
bustling /"bVslIN/  (adj) full of  people moving around in a busy way
buzzing /"bVzIN/  (adj) full of  excitement and activity
contender /k@n"tend@(r)/  (n) a person or thing with a chance of  

winning or being chosen for sth
down-to-earth /%daUn tu "3;T/  (adj) sensible and practical, in a way 

that is helpful and friendly
easy-going /%i;zi "g@UIN/  (adj) relaxed and happy to accept things 

without worrying or getting angry
form an opinion /%fO;m @n @"pInI@n/  (phrase) to decide what you 

think of  sth / sb
gather that /"g&D@ D@t/  (phrase) to understand from what you hear 

that sth is the case
get on top of things /%get Qn "tQp @v TINz/  (phrase) to manage to 

deal with things you have to do
give an insight /%gIv @n "InsaIt/  (phrase) to help you understand 

what sth is like
infrastructure /"Infr@strVktS@(r)/  (n) the basic systems and services 

that are necessary for a country or an organization to run 
smoothly, for example buildings, transport, water, and power 
supplies

initial /I"nISl/  (adj) first
intriguing /In"tri;gIN/  (adj) very interesting because of  being 

unusual
jettison /"dZetIs@n/  (v) to get rid of  or reject sth that is no longer 

useful
keep an open mind /%ki;p @n @Up@n "maInd/  (phrase) to be willing 

to accept new ideas or change your opinion
keep your eyes open /%ki;p jO;r "aIz @Up@n/  (phrase) to be quick to 

notice things
light-hearted /%laIt "hA;tId/  (adj) cheerful or amusing rather than 

serious
low-key /%l@U "ki;/  (adj) relaxed and calm rather than exciting and 

busy
manage unknowns /%m&nIdZ Vn"n@Unz/  (phrase) to deal with 

situations when not all the facts are known
melting-pot /"meltIN pQt/  (phrase) a situation in which large 

numbers of  different people, ideas, etc. are mixed together
open-minded /%@Up@n "maIndId/  (adj) willing to listen to, think 

about, or accept different ideas
out-of-the-way /%aUt @v D@ "weI/  (phrase) not close to other places 

or towns
outspoken /%aUt"sp@Uk@n/  (adj) saying exactly what you think, even 

if  this shocks or offends people
pompous /"pQmp@s/  (adj) behaving in a serious, formal way that 

suggests you think you are more important than other people

pour in /%pO;r "In/  (phrase) to arrive somewhere continuously in 
large amounts

precision /prI"sIZn/  (n) the quality of  being exact, accurate, and 
careful

process information /%pr@Uses Inf@"meISn/  (phrase) to deal with 
information so that you understand it or can use it

ramble on /%r&mbl "Qn/  (phrase) to talk for a long time in a way that 
is not clear

read a situation /%ri;d @ sItSu"eISn/  (phrase) to understand what is 
happening and how people are really feeling, even when this is 
not expressed in words

reluctant /rI"lVkt@nt/  (adj) hesitating before you do sth because you 
do not want to do it or are not sure that it is right

run-of-the-mill /%rVn @v D@ "mIl/  (phrase) ordinary, with no special 
or interesting features

self-assured /%self @"SO;d/  (adj) having a lot of  confidence in yourself  
and your abilities

skim through /%skIm "Tru;/  (phrase) to read sth quickly in order to 
find a particular point or the main points

take into account /%teIk Intu @"kaUnt/  (phrase) to consider 
particular facts, circumstances, etc. when making a decision or 
judgement

take your time /%teIk jO; "taIm/  (phrase) to take as much time as 
you need without hurrying

tedious /"ti;dI@s/  (adj) not interesting and taking too long
time-consuming /"taIm k@nsjumIN/  (adj) taking a long time
unexpected /VnIk"spektId/  (adj) surprising you because you were 

not expecting it
up-and-coming /%Vp @n "kVmIN/  (adj) new and becoming successful 
vibrant /"vaIbr@nt/  (adj) full of  life, activity, and energy
weigh up the pros and cons /weI %Vp D@ pr@Uz @n "kQnz/  (phrase) 

to consider the advantages and disadvantages of  sth
work both ways /%wE;k b@UT "weIz/  (phrase) to be true for both of  

two possible situations or for both of  two people

Unit 2 
ambassador /am"b&s@d@(r)/  (n) a person who acts as a 

representative for an organization, especially one who gives a 
good impression of  it

apprenticeship /@"prentIsSIp/  (n) a job as an apprentice (a young 
person who works for an employer for a fixed period in order to 
learn the skills needed in a job)

approve /@"pru;v/  (v) to officially agree that sth is correct or good 
enough to be used

aspiring /@"spaIrIN/  (adj) wanting to achieve a particular position or 
achieve a lot of  success

be sidelined /bI% "saIdlaInd/  (phrase) prevented from having an 
important part in sth

broaden your horizons /%brO;d@n jO; h@"raIz@nz/  (phrase) to increase 
your experience and knowledge

cling on to /%klIN "Qn tu/  to manage to keep sth by trying very hard
come up with /%kVm "Vp wID/  (phrase) to think of  an idea or an 

answer
conventional /k@n"venS@nl/  (adj) following what is traditional or 

what is done by most people
digression /daI"greSn/  (n) a situation in which sb starts talking about 

sth that is not connected with the main point
emerging /I"m3;dZIN/  (adj) new and still developing
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enhance /In"hA;ns/  (v) to increase the quality or value of  sth, 
especially sth that is already good 

follow less conventional paths /%fQl@U les k@n"venSnl pA;Dz/   
(phrase) to have an unusual career or achieve things in an 
unusual way, compared to most ordinary people

get on with /%get "Qn wID/  (phrase) to continue with sth, especially 
after an interruption

go beyond the scope of /g@U bI%jQnd D@ "sk@Up @v/  (phrase) to do 
things outside the range of  things that an organization, an activity 
etc. includes or allows

grow into your position /gr@U %Intu jO; p@"zISn/  (phrase) to become 
better at the job you do, so that you feel more confident and 
satisfied

hindsight /"haIndsaIt/  (n) the understanding of  a situation that you 
have only after it has happened

hold on to /h@Uld "Qn tu/  (phrase) to keep sth that is an advantage 
for yourself

in pursuit of /In p@"sju;t @v/  (phrase) trying to get sth
keep in with /ki;p "In wID/  (phrase) to make sure that you stay 

friendly with sb, because they can give you an advantage
lateral /"l&t@r@l/  (adj) to one side on the same level, rather than up 

or down
look out for /lUk "aUt fO;(r)/  (phrase) to try to notice sth
move horizontally /mu;v hQrI"zQnt@li/  (phrase) to change to 

another job on the same level, rather than changing to a more 
senior or junior job

move on to /mu;v "Qn tu/  (phrase) to change or progress to another 
activity, subject of  conversation etc.

notify /"n@UtIfaI/  (v) to officially tell sb about sth
painstakingly /peIn"steIkINli/  (adj) with very great care, effort, and 

attention to detail
peers /pi;@(r)z/  (n pl) people who have the same job level or status 

as you
prestigious /pre"stIdZ@s/  (adj) respected and admired as very 

important
put yourself in a better position /pUt jO;self In @ %bet@ p@"zISn/   

(phrase) to improve your situation so it is easier for you to do sth
reach a stage /%ri;tS @ "steIdZ/  (phrase) to develop so that you are in 

a particular state or period of  your life
rung /rVN/  (n) one in a series of  positions or stages by which you 

can make progress in an organization
staff retention /"stA;f rItenSn/  (phrase) the ability of  an organization 

to keep staff  rather than have them leave for other jobs
stand out from /%st&nd "aUt fr@m/  (phrase) to be easily noticed 

because sth / sb is different or special
stand up for /%st&nd "Vp fO;(r)/  (phrase) to support or defend sb / sth
stand up to /%st&nd "Vp tu/  (phrase) to be able to be treated in a 

particular way and still stay good or correct
stay ahead of /%steI @"hed @v/  (phrase) to always be prepared to deal 

with sth / sb because you know what is likely to happen
stick up for /%stIk "Vp fO;(r)/  (phrase) to support or defend sb who is 

being criticized
struggle /"strVgl/  (v) to find it difficult to do or deal with sth
take a step backwards /%teIk @ step "b&ckw@dz/  (phrase) to return 

to a lower level or to an activity that you did in the past
take the initiative /%teIk Di I"nIS@tIv/  to act before other people do, 

or without waiting for sb to tell you what to do

Unit 3 
absenteeism /%&bs@n"ti;Izm/  (n) the fact of  being frequently away 

from work, especially without good reasons
access /"&kses/  (v) to be able to get, see, or use sth
accommodate needs /@%kQm@deIt "ni;dz/  (phrase) to provide what a 

particular person or group needs
achieve results /@%tSi;v rI"zVlts/  (phrase) to successfully produce or 

cause something good
amateur /"&m@t@(r)/  (adj) done for enjoyment, not for money 
anticipate problems /&n%tIsIpeIt "prQbl@mz/  (phrase) to expect 

things to go wrong or be difficult
assess progress /@%ses "pr@Ugres/  (phrase) to make a judgement 

about how much sth has improved or developed
aversion to /@"vE;Zn tu/  (phrase) a strong feeling of  not liking sb / sth
badger someone /"b&dZ@(r) %sVmwVn/  (phrase) to put pressure on 

sb by repeatedly asking them questions or asking them to do sth 
bare minimum /%be@ "mIn@m@m/  (phrase) the least possible; just 

enough
commuting /k@"mju;tIN/  (n) the action of  travelling regularly by bus, 

train, car, etc. from your home to your place of  work
dilemma /daI"lem@/  (n) a problem, often one in which you have to 

make a very difficult choice between things of  equal importance
dynamic /daI"n&mIk/  (adj) exciting and full of  energy or changes
effective /I"fektIv/  (adj) producing the result that is wanted or 

intended; producing a successful result
era /"I@r@/  (n) a particular period of  time that is different from other 

periods
exchange information /Iks%tSeIndZ Inf@"meISn/  (phrase) if  you 

exchange information or knowledge, you tell or give it to other 
people and receive it from them at the same time 

exchange knowledge /Iks%tSeIndZ "nQlIdZ/  (phrase) if  you exchange 
information or knowledge, you tell or give it to other people and 
receive it from them at the same time 

facilitate change /f@%sIlIteIt "tSeIndZ/  (phrase) to make it possible or 
easier for things to change

flip-side /"flIpsaId/  (n) a different aspect of  a situation, especially 
one that is less welcome

fusion /"fju;Z@n/  (n) the process of  joining two or more things 
together to become one

generate enthusiasm /%dZen@reIt In"Tju;zI&zm/  (phrase) to make 
people feel enthusiastic (excited and interested in sth)

give rise to /gIv "raIz tu/  (phrase) to cause sth to happen or exist
go according to plan /g@U @%kO;dIN t@ "pl&n/  (phrase) to happen in 

the way that was intended or planned
implement /"ImplIm@nt/  (v) to start to use or act according to sth 

that has been decided
initiatives /I"nIS@tIvz/  (n pl) a new plan for dealing with a particular 

problem or for achieving a particular purpose
means /mi;nz/  (n) a way of  achieving or doing sth 
measure success /%meZ@ s@k"ses/  (phrase) to judge how much 

success has been achieved
option /"QpSn/  (n) something that you can choose to have or do
procedure /pr@"si;dj@(r)/  (n) the usual or correct way of  doing sth
purpose /"pE;p@s/  (n) a clear intention or aim that sth is supposed to 

achieve
put in place /%pUt In "pleIs/  (phrase) to make sth ready to work or 

be used
resistant to /rI"zIst@nt tu;/  (phrase) opposing sth and trying to stop 

it happening
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seamless /"si;ml@s/  (adj) without any difficulties or delays between 
one stage and the next

self-perpetuating /%self p@"petjueItIN/  (adj) causing itself  to continue 
in the same bad way

sheer /SI@(r)/  (adj) used to emphasize how large, great etc. sth is
sustainable /s@s"teIn@bl/  (adj) involving the use of  natural products 

in a way that can be continued for a long time without using 
them all up

tensions /"tenSnz/  (n pl) feelings of  unhappiness and unfriendliness 
or lack of  trust between people

transform /tr&ns"fO;m/  (v) to completely change sth

Unit 4 
accept /@k"sept/  (v) to understand that you have to deal with sth, 

because you cannot change it
adept /@"dept/  (adj) good at doing sth that is quite difficult
anticipate /&n"tIsIpeIt/  (v) to see what might happen in the future 

and take action to prepare for it
at a glance /&t @ "glA;ns/  (phrase) immediately, with only a quick 

look
ban /b&n/  (v) to decide or say officially that sth is not allowed
bold /b@Uld/  (adj) brave and not afraid to take risks
bottom out /%bQt@m "aUt/  (phrase) to stop getting lower or worse
cautious /"kO;S@s/  (adj) careful and unwilling to take risks
chasm /k&zm/  (n) a wide and very deep crack in the ground
concrete /"kQnkri;t/  (adj) based on facts and specific, practical ideas
determine /dI"t3;mIn/  (v) to discover or calculate exactly what sth is
evaluate /I"v&ljueIt/  (v) to form an opinion of  the amount, value, or 

quality of  sth 
eventualities /I%ventSu;"&lItiz/  (n pl) something that may possibly 

happen
expose sth to /Ik"sp@Uz %sVmTiN tu/  (phrase) to put sb / sth in 

a situation where they are not protected from sth harmful or 
unpleasant

foolhardy /"fu;lhA;di/  (adj) taking unnecessary risks
gauge /geIdZ/  (v) to make a judgement or approximate calculation 

about sth
habitual /h@"bItSu@l/  (adj) done as a regular habit
hash browns /%h&S "braUnz/  (n pl) a dish of  chopped potatoes and 

onions, fried until they are brown
hostile /"hQstaIl/  (adj) making it difficult for sth to happen or to be 

achieved
identify /aI"dentIfaI/  (v) to recognize sth and be able to say what it 

is
imprudent /Im"pru;d@nt/  (adj) not wise or sensible
intuitive /In"tju;@tIv/  (adj) easy to understand and to use
justifiable /dZVstI"faI@bl/  (adj) done for a good reason, and therefore 

acceptable
linear /"lInI@(r)/  (adj) progressing from one thing to another in a 

single series of  stages that are clearly linked
lobby /"lQbi/  (n) a group of  people who try to influence public 

opinion or politicans on a particular issue
minimize /"mInImaIz/  (v) to make sth as small as possible
modest /"mQdIst/  (adj) not talking much about your own abilities or 

achievements
obscure /@b"skjU@(r)/  (adj) known about or understood by very few 

people

outlet /"aUtl@t/  (n) shop / store or an organization that sells goods 
made by a particular company or of  a particular type

over-cautious /%@Uv@ "kO;S@s/  (adj) too careful and unwilling to take 
risks, in a way that is not reasonable

pipe-dream /"paIpdri;m/  (n) a hope or plan that is not practical or 
not likely to be achieved

pose risks to /p@Uz "rIsks tu;/  (phrase) to be dangerous for sth / sb
predict /prI"dIkt/  (v) to say that sth will happen in the future
prudent /"pru;d@nt/  (adj) sensible and careful in making judgements 

and decisions; avoiding unnecessary risks
rapport /r&"pO;(r)/  (n) a friendly relationship in which people 

understand each other very well
rash /r&S/  (adj) doing sth that may not be sensible without first 

thinking about the possible results
reckless /"rekl@s/  (adj) showing a lack of  care about danger and the 

possible results of  your actions
recognize /"rek@gnaIz/  (v) to know what sth is, or be aware that it 

exists
risk-averse /"rIsk @vE;s/  (adj) very unwilling to take risks
run the risk of /%rVn D@ "rIsk @v/  (phrase) to be or put yourself  in a 

situation in which sth bad could happen to you
saturated fat /%s&tS@reItId "f&t/  (n) a type of  fat found, for example, 

in butter, fried food and many types of  meat, which encourages 
the harmful development of  cholesterol

sensible /"sensIbl/  (n) reasonable and using good judgement rather 
than emotion

severity /s@"ver@ti/  (n) the degree to which sth is serious or bad
species /"spi;Si;z/  (n) one of  the groups into which animals, plants, 

etc. are divided
termite mound /"t3;maIt maUnd/  (n) a pile of  earth, plants, and 

wood that is built by a group of  termites (insects similar to ants) 
to be their home

volatile /"vQl@taIl/  (adj) likely to change suddenly in a way that is 
not easy to predict

wedges /"wedZ@z/  (n pl) a piece of  potato cut into a wedge shape 
(with one thin side and one thick side) with the skin left on, and 
baked or fried

weigh up /%weI "Vp/  (phrase) to consider sth carefully before making 
a decision

Unit 5
absent-minded /%&bs@nt"maIndId/  (adj) tending to forget things, 

perhaps because you are not thinking about what is around you, 
but about sth else

availability /@%veIl@"bIl@ti/  (n) the fact that sth is available to get or 
buy, or that sb is available to do sth

batch /b&tS/  (n) a number or amount of  goods produced at one 
time

bother someone /"bQD@(r) %sVmwVn/  (phrase) to annoy, worry, or 
upset sb

clarity /"kl&r@ti/  (n) the fact of  being clear and easy to understand
communicate ideas effectively /k@%mju;nIkeIt aIdI@z I"fektIvli/   

(phrase) to make ideas known to other people in a way that they 
understand

conflict /"kQnflIkt/  (n) a situation in which people disagree and may 
be angry with each other

consideration /k@n%sId@"reISn/  (n) when careful thought is given 
to sth
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contemplating /"kQnt@mpleItIN/  (present participle) considering sth 
as a possibility

controversial /%kQntr@"v3;Sl/  (adj) causing a lot of  angry discussion 
and disagreement

cope with /"k@Up wID/  (phrase) to deal successfully with sth difficult
decent /"di;s@nt/  (adj) of  a good enough standard or quality
express yourself clearly /Ik%spres jO;self "klI@li/  (phrase) to say, 

write, or communicate what you think in a way that others can 
understand

fall short of /fO;l "SO;t @v/  (phrase) to fail to reach the standard that 
was expected or needed

focus on /"f@Uk@s Qn/  (phr v) to give your attention or effort to one 
particular subject rather than another

grumble /"grVmbl/  (v) to complain about sth in a bad-tempered 
way

inconsistencies /Ink@n"sIst@nsiz/  (n pl) differences between two 
statements, figures, etc. that means they cannot both be correct 

keep to /"ki;p tu/  (phrase) to talk or write only about a particular 
thing, and not other things that are not important or not relevant 

look at options objectively /%lUk &t QpSnz @b"dZektIvli/  (phrase) 
to judge sth by considering only the facts, and not your personal 
feelings or opinions

lose momentum /%lu;z m@"ment@m/  (phrase) to begin to have 
less energy or enthusiasm, so you cannot keep progressing or 
achieving as much

man /m&n/  (v) to be in charge of  a place or a machine
meltdown /"meltdaUn/  (n) a very bad situation in which something 

fails completely in a sudden or dramatic way
notoriously /n@"tO;rI@sli/  (adv) in a bad way that is very well known
pay attention to /%peI @"tenSn tu/  to carefully watch, listen to, or 

concentrate on sth
pitch in /%pItS "In/  (phrase) to join in and help with an activity
push others hard /%pUS VD@z "hA;d/  (phrase) to make other people 

work hard, perhaps more than they want to
resignation /%rezIg"neISn/  (n) the act of  giving up your job or 

position
revenue /"rev@nju;/  (n) the money that an organization receives 

from its business
servant /"s3;v@nt/  (n) a person whose job is to do things for sb else, 

for example cooking or cleaning
spur into action /%spE;(r) Intu "&kS@n/  (phrase) to encourage sb to 

do sth
steer clear of /%stI@ "klI@r @v/  (phrase) to avoid sth / sb
swarm /swO;m/  (v) to move around in large numbers, like a swarm 

(large group) of  bees
them and us /%Dem @nd "Vs/  (phrase) a situation in which people are 

seen as belonging to two separate groups who do not want to be 
friendly or help each other

tread carefully with /%tred "ke@f@li wID/  (phrase) to be very careful 
about what you do or say to sb

treat employees unfairly /%tri;t emplOIi;z Vn"fe@li/  (phrase) to 
behave towards sb in a way that is not reasonable or does not 
treat them equally with others

be viewed positively /bi %vju;d "pQz@tIvli/  (phrase) to be well 
regarded

vigorously /"vIg@r@sli/  (adv) with a lot of  energy and determination
warrior /"wQrI@(r)/  (n) a person who fights in a battle or war
work closely with /%wE;k "kl@Usli wID/  (phrase) to be very involved 

in sb’s work, usually seeing and talking to them regularly

Unit 6 
ad-hoc /%&d"hQk/  (adj) not planned or arranged in advance
blank /bl&Nk/  (adj) empty, with nothing written or printed on it
boost earnings /%bu;st "3;nINz/  (phrase) to increase a company’s 

profits
bounce ideas around /%baUns aI"dI@z @"raUnd/  (phrase) to discuss 

ideas with other people in order to find out what they think
cause a stir /%kO;z @ "st3;(r)/  (phrase) to make a number of  people 

feel excited, angry, or shocked
come to fruition /%kVm t@ fru"ISn/  (phrase) to have a successful 

result
contrary to /"kQntr@ri tu;/  (phrase) different from sth or against sth
control costs /k@n"tr@ul kQsts/  (phrase) to prevent costs from 

increasing beyond a certain point
cut into the bottom line /kVt %Int@ D@ %bQt@m "laIn/  (phrase) to 

reduce the amount of  profit made
demand precision /dI%mA;nd prI"sIZn/  (phrase) to make it necessary 

for people to be exact, accurate, and careful 
draft /drA;ft/  (adj) rough and not yet in its final form
elite /I"li;t/  (n) the group of  people with the most power or 

influence, for example because they have the most knowledge or 
money

explore a concept /Ik%splO;r @ "kQnsept/  (phrase) to examine an 
idea carefully in order to find out more about it

fall by the wayside /%fO;l baI D@ "weIsaId/  (phrase) to fail or be 
unable to make progress

figure out ways /%fIg@r "aUt weIz/  (phrase) to think about how you 
can resolve something

get back on track /get %b&k Qn "tr&k/  (phrase) to start progressing 
in the right way again after a mistake or failure 

get off the ground /get %Qf D@ "graUnd/  (phrase) to start happening
get the creative juices flowing /%get D@ krI%eItIv "dZu;sIz fl@UIN/   

(phrase) to help new ideas to start developing in people’s minds
ground-breaking /"graUndbreIkIN/  (adj) making new discoveries or 

using new methods
hard and fast /%hA;d @n fA;st/  (phrase) that cannot be changed in 

any circumstances
hit on ideas /%hIt Qn aI"dI@z/  (phrase) to think of  a good idea 

suddenly or by chance
impose targets /Im%paUz "tA;gIts/  (phrase) to tell people that they 

must achieve certain results
incur the wrath of /In%k3; D@ "rQT @v/  (phrase) to make sb angry
intimidate /In"tIm@deIt/  (v) to make sb feel frightened or threatened
knock into shape /%nQk Int@ "SeIp/  (phrase) make sth more 

organized or successful
look beyond /%lUk bI"jQnd/  (phrase) to think about things that are 

more advanced or more unusual
mature /m@"tSU@(r)/  (adj) no longer growing very quickly, and 

difficult for new companies to enter
metamorphose /%met@"mO;f@Uz/  (v) to change into sth completely 

different
mystique /mIs"ti;k/  (n) a quality of  being mysterious or secret that 

makes sb / sth seem interesting or attractive
niche /ni;S/  (n) an opportunity to sell a particular product to a 

particular group of  people
nomadic /n@U"m&dIk/  (adj) travelling around from place to place
obsolete /"Qbs@li;t/  (adj) no longer used because sth new has been 

invented
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outperform the competition /%aUtpefO;m D@ kQmp@"tISn/  (phrase) 
to achieve better results than other companies or people you are 
competing against

patent /"peIt@nt/  (v) to obtain a patent for sth (the official right to be 
the only person to make, use, or sell it)

pen pushing /"pen pUSIN/  (n) boring work that involves a lot of  
writing

pursue ideas /p@%sju; aI"dI@z/  (phrase) to continue to discuss or find 
out more about ideas

roots /ru;ts/  (n pl) the place or situation in which sb / sth originally 
started

run into problems /%rVn Int@ "prQbl@mz/  (phrase) to start to 
experience difficulties

shift the emphasis /%SIft DI "emf@sIs/  (phrase) to change so that 
more importance is given to sth and less to sth else

soul-searching /"s@Ul s3;tSIN/  (n) careful examination of  your 
thoughts and feelings, in order to reach the correct decision or 
solution

sporadic /sp@"r&dIk/  (adj) only occasionally or at intervals that are 
not regular

stay ahead of the game /steI @%hed @v D@ "geIm/  (phrase) to be 
prepared for changes before they happen, so that you can act 
more quickly than other people

stifle creativity /%stAIfl krIeI"tIvIti/  (phrase) to prevent new ideas 
from being developed or expressed

tentative /"tent@tIv/  (adj) not very sure or confident
think outside the box /%TInk aUt%saId D@ "bQks/  (phrase) to think 

about sth in a new or different way
tolerate mistakes /%tQl@reIt mIs"teIks/  (phrase) to allow people to 

make mistakes without getting angry or punishing them
try out /%traI "aUt/  (phr v) to test or use sth in order to see how 

good or effective it is
undergo change /%Vnd@g@U "tSeIndZ/  (phrase) to experience a 

situation where things change
unique /jU"ni;k/  (adj) unlike other things or people; very special or 

unusual
vague /veIg/  (adj) not clear or specific
wholesale /"h@UlseIl/  (n) the buying and selling of  goods in large 

quantities by businesses, in order to sell them to customers to 
make a profit

Unit 7
across the board /@%krQs D@ "bO;d/  (phrase) involving everyone or 

everything in a company, an industry, etc.
the bigger picture /D@ %bIg@ "pIktS@(r)/  (phrase) a more general or 

complete understanding of  sth, rather than a view that focuses 
on a few details

bottom-up /%bQt@m "vp/  (adj) starting with or involving the people 
who have lower positions in an organization

centrally-driven /%sentr@li "drIv@n/  (adj) influenced or controlled by 
the main part of  an organization, that has power over other parts

collective aspiration /k@%lektIv &sp@"reISn/  (phrase) a strong desire 
to have or achieve sth that is shared by a group of  people

commission /k@"mISn/  (n) to officially ask sb to write or create sth 
or to do a task for you

compliance /k@m"plaI@ns/  (n) the practice of  obeying official rules 
or requests

compliant /k@m"plaI@nt/  (adj) obeying official rules or requests
confer /k@n"fE;(r)/  (v) to discuss sth with sb

conversely /k@n"vE;sli/  (adv) a way that is the opposite or reverse 
of  sth

crucially /"kru;S@li/  (adv) very importantly
deferential /def@"renSl/  (adj) showing that you respect sb / sth very 

much and will accept whatever they tell you
distinct lack of /dIs%tINkt "l&k @v/  (phrase) very clear; used to 

emphasize that there is not enough of  sth
be driven by /bi "drIv@n baI/  (phrase) started, influenced, or 

controlled by sb / sth
employee participation /em"plOIi; pA;tIsI"peISn/  (phrase) the fact 

that employees take an active part in sth 
expansive /Ik"sp&nsIv/  (adj) covering a large subject area
explicitly /Ik"splIsItli/  (adv) in an open and direct way, explaining 

sth clearly so that there can be no doubt about what is meant
be geared towards /bi "gI@d t@wO;dz/  (phrase) designed or 

organized to achieve a particular purpose, or to be suitable for a 
particular group

generic /dZ@"nerIk/  (adj) shared by, including, or typical of  a whole 
group of  things; not specific

holistic /h@"lIstIk/  (adj) considering a whole thing or being more 
than a collection of  parts

impose /Im"p@Uz/  (v) to introduce a law, rule, tax, etc. and force sb 
to accept it

in the long run /%In D@ "lQng rVn/  (phrase) over a long period of  
time

in the real world /%In D@ "rI@l w3;ld/  (phrase) with things as they 
actually exist and happen, not with things you might imagine or 
want to happen

job-specific /%dZQb sp@"sIfIk/  (adj) connected with one particular job 
only

nurture /"n3;tS@(r)/  (v) to help sb / sth to develop and be successful
one-size-fits-all /%wVn saIz fIts "O;l/  (phrase) designed to be suitable 

for a wide range of  situations or needs
pace /peIs/  (n) the speed at which sth happens
paradigm shift /"p&r@daIm %SIft/  (phrase) a complete and important 

change in the way people think about or do sth
performance management /p@%fO;m@ns "m&nIdZm@nt/  (phrase) 

the process of  controlling the performance of  employees, for 
example by setting targets for them, providing training and 
encouraging them to work as well as they can

personal development plans /%pE;s@n@l dI"vel@pm@nt pl&nz/   
(phrase) plans for how you are going to gain the knowledge, 
skills, and abilities you need to make progress at work

put effort into /%pUt "ef@t Int@/  (phrase) to make a determined 
attempt to do or succeed in sth

remit /"ri;mIt/  (n) the area of  activity over which sb has authority or 
responsibility

self-directed /%self daI"rektId/  (adj) controlled by you yourself
shared vision /%Se@d "vIZn/  (phrase) an idea or plan for the future 

that is shared by a group of  people 
skills deficit /"skIlz defIsIt/  (phrase) a situation in which there are 

too few people who have the skills that are needed by a company, 
an economy, etc.

structural change /%strVtS@r@l "tSeIndZ/  (phrase) changes to the way 
in which sth is organized

subsidiary /sVb"sIdZ@ri/  (n) a business that is owned or controlled by 
another larger company

take ownership of /%teIk "@Un@SIp Qv/  (phrase) to feel that sth is 
within your control and is your responsibility
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top-down /%tQp "daUn/  (adj) starting with or controlled by the 
people who have the highest positions in an organization

up to speed /%Vp t@ "spi;d/  (adj) performing at the right rate or level, 
with the most recent information or knowledge

upheaval /Vp"hi;v@l/  (n) big change that causes a lot of  confusion, 
worry, and problems

Unit 8 
apply yourself /@"plaI jO;self/  (phrase) to work at sth very hard
believe in the need /bI"li;v In D@ ni;d/  (phrase) to think that sth is 

right or important 
benefit from diversity /"ben@fIt fr@m daI%v3;sIti/  (phrase) to be in a 

better position because of  differences and variety
build up rapport /%bIld %Vp r@"pO;(r)/  (phrase) to develop a friendly 

relationship in which people understand each other very well
correlation /kQr@"leISn/  (n) a connection between two things in 

which one thing changes as the other does
demonstrate an ability to /%dem@nstreIt @n @"bIlIti tu;/  (phrase) to 

show by your actions that you are able to do sth
feel part of /fi;l "pA;t @v/  (phrase) to feel that you are accepted as a 

member of  a group
fortunes /"fO;tSu;nz/  (n pl) the good and bad things that happen to a 

person, family, country, etc.
gain recognition for /%geIn rek@g"nISn fO;/  (phrase) to become 

generally accepted as important or good
get rid of /get "rId @v/  (phrase) to remove sth that you no longer 

want
goodwill /%gUd"wIl/  (n) the good relationship between a business 

and its customers that is calculated as part of  its value when it 
is sold

have a commitment to /%h&v @ k@"mItm@nt tu;/  (phrase) to be 
willing to work hard to do sth because you have agreed or 
promised to do it, or because you think it is important

have a say in /%h&v @ "seI In/  (phrase) to have the right to influence 
sth by giving your opinion before a decision is made

have an investment in /%h&v @n In"vestm@nt In/  (phrase) to care 
about the success of  sth because you have given time or effort 
to it

have an understanding of /%h&v @n Vnd@"st&ndIN @v/  (phrase) to 
have knowledge about sth so that you understand it

impromptu /Im"prQmptju;/  (adj) done without preparation or 
planning

live up to expectations /lIv %Vp tu ekspek"teISnz/  (phrase) to be as 
good as people hoped or expected

make a commitment to /%meIk @ k@"mItm@nt tu;/  (phrase) to 
promise that you will do sth or support sth

pay scales /"peI skeIlz/  (phrase) a range of  levels of  pay according 
to sb’s responsibilities, skills, etc.

put to the test /%pUt t@ D@ "test/  (phrase) to put sb / sth in a 
situation which will show what their or its true qualities are

randomly /"r&nd@mli/  (adv) without any regular pattern or without 
deciding in advance what is going to happen 

rank /r&Nk/  (v) to have a particular position on a scale according to 
quality, importance, etc.

resonate /"rez@neIt/  (v) to be similar to what sb thinks or believes
see a future for /%si; @ "fju;tS@ fO;/  (phrase) to think that sth / sb has 

the possibility of  being successful or surviving at a later time
seek out opportunities /%si;k aUt Qp@"tju;nItiz/  (phrase) to try to 

find situations where it is possible to do or achieve sth

show a desire to /%S@U @ dI"zaI@ tu;/  (phrase) to show by your 
actions that you want to do sth

show a willingness to /%S@U @ "wIlINn@s tu;/  (phrase) to show by 
your actions that you are willing to do sth

strive for a healthy work-life balance /"straIv f@ @ helTi w3;k laIf 
%b&l@ns/  (phrase) to try very hard to give yourself  enough time 
outside of  your working life to allow you to have a healthy 
lifestyle

take pride in /teIk "praId In/  (phrase) to get pleasure or satisfaction 
from doing sth well

think on your feet /TINk Qn jO; "fi;t/  (phrase) to be able to make 
decisions or find solutions quickly, when the situation is changing 
quickly

unwavering /Vn"weIv@rIN/  (adj) not changing or becoming weaker 
in any way

Unit 9 
allocate resources /"&l@keIt rI%zO;sIz/  (phrase) to give time, money, 

equipment, or people officially to sb / sth for a particular purpose
assets /"&sets/  (n pl) things of  value that a company owns
bottom line /%bQt@m "laIn/  (n) the amount of  profit or loss after 

everything has been calculated
competitive advantage /k@m%pet@tIv @d"vA;ntIdZ/  (phrase) 

something that puts a company or person in a better position 
compared to others they are competing against

concessions /k@n"seSnz/  (n pl) a right or advantage that is given to a 
group or organization

corporate accountability /%kO;p@r@t @kaUnt@"bIlIti/  (phrase) the 
fact that a company can be held responsible for its decisions or 
actions

cost-benefit analysis /%kQst "ben@fIt @n&l@sIs/  (n) the activity of  
comparing the cost of  doing sth with the profit or advantages 
that result from it, in order to see whether it is worth doing

critical success factor /krItIkl s@k"ses f&kt@(r)/  (n) sth that has an 
important influence on whether sth is successful

deplete /dI"pli;t/  (v) to reduce sth by a large amount so that there is 
not enough left

deploy resources /dI"plOI rI%zO;sIz/  (phrase) to use time, money, 
equipment and / or people effectively

disillusioned with /dIsI"lu;Znd wID/  (phrase) disappointed because 
sth / sb does not seem to be as good as you thought

dismiss /dIs"mIs/  (v) to decide that sb / sth is not important and not 
worth thinking or talking about

drain on resources /"dreIn Qn rI%zO;sIz/  (phrase) when something 
uses a lot of  time, money, etc. that could be used for sth else

embrace /Im"breIs/  (v) to accept an idea, a proposal, a set of  beliefs, 
etc. with enthusiasm

ethnically diverse /%eTnIkli daI"vE;s/  (phrase) containing many 
different ethnic groups (people of  different nationalities, races, or 
cultural traditions)

exclusivity clause /%eksklu;"sIvIti klO;z/  (n) an agreement that only 
one organization or person has the right to do sth, such as sell or 
buy a particular product

flagship /"fl&gSIp/  (n) the most important company in an industry 
or the most important product or service that a company 
produces, that is used as an example for others

gross /gr@Us/  (adj) before tax or other costs are taken away
inauguration /In%O;gj@"reISn/  (n) a special ceremony to officially 

open a new building or start a new organization or event
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intangible /In"t&ndZ@bl/  (adj) not existing as a physical thing, but 
still valuable to a company

knowledge base /"nQlIdZ beIs/  (phrase) a group of  people who 
between them have a large amount of  knowledge

long-term viability /%lQN t3;m vaI@"bIlIti/  (phrase) the possibility of  
success that sth has over a long period

market value /%mA;kIt "v&lju;/  (n) what sth would be worth if  it 
were sold

maximize resources /"m&ksImaIz rI%zO;sIz/  (phrase) to make as 
much as possible out of  the time, money, equipment, and / or 
people that you have for a specific purpose

mismanage resources /mIs"m&nIdZ rI%zO;sIz/  (phrase) to manage 
the time, money, equipment, and / or people that you have for a 
specific purpose badly

optimize resources /"QptImaIz rI%zO;sIz/  (phrase) to make as much 
as possible out of  the time, money, equipment, and / or people 
that you have for a specific purpose or to use these in the best 
possible way

outlay /"aUtleI/  (n) the money that you have to spend in order to 
start a new project

put resources to good use /pUt rI%zO;sIz t@ gUd "ju;s/  (phrase) to 
use the time, money, equipment, and / or people that you have 
for a specific purpose in the right way so you get an advantage 
from it

quantifiable data /%kwQntIfaI@bl "deIt@/  (n) information that can be 
measured or expressed in numbers

retain /rI"teIn/  (v) to keep sth
return on investment /rI%tE;n Qn In"vestm@nt/  (phrase) the amount 

of  profit an investment produces compared with the amount 
originally invested

roam /r@Um/  (v) to walk or move around an area without any 
definite aim

short-term profit /%SO;t tE;m "prQfIt/  (phrase) money that sth makes 
over a short period of  time

speculate /"spekjUleIt/  (v) to discuss or think about what might 
possibly be true

squander resources /%skwQnd@(r) rI"zO;sIz/  (phrase) to waste the 
time, money, equipment and / or people that you have for a 
specific purpose in a stupid or careless way

sustainability of resources /s@s%teIn@"bIlIti @v rI%zO;sIz/  (phrase) 
the fact that resources can continue to be used for a long time, 
without running out or harming the environment

timber /"tImb@(r)/  (n) trees that are grown for wood to be used in 
building or for making things

track record /tr&k "rekO;d/  (n) all the past achievements, successes, 
or failures of  a person or an organization

ultimately /"VltIm@tli/  (adv) in the end; finally
underwrite /%Vnd@"raIt/  (v) to accept financial responsibility for an 

activity so that you will pay for special costs or for losses it may 
make

utilize resources /"ju;tIlaIz rI%zO;sIz/  (phrase) to use the time, money, 
equipment, and / or people that you have 

Unit 10 
adaptable /@"d&pt@bl/  (adj) able to change in order to deal 

successfully with new situations
apathetic /%&p@"TetIk/  (adj) showing no interest or enthusiasm
appreciate /@"pri;SIeIt/  (v) to recognize or welcome the good 

qualities of  sb / sth

attitude /"&tItju;d/  (n) the way that you think and feel about sb / 
sth; the way that you behave towards sb / sth that shows how 
you think and feel

autocratic /%O;t@"kr&tIk/  (adj) expecting to be obeyed by other 
people and not considering their opinions or feelings

avoid the temptation to /@v%OId D@ temp"teISn tu;/  (phrase) to resist 
the desire to do or have sth that is bad or wrong

buy-in /"baI In/  (n) support for an idea from other people
be consistent in /bi; k@n"sIst@nt In/  (phrase) always behaving in 

the same way or having the same standards, so that people 
understand what to expect

sense of cohesion /sens @v k@"hi;Zn/  (phrase) a feeling of  being 
joined together into one group

collaborative /k@"l&br@tIv/  (adj) involving, or done by, several 
people or groups of  people working together

commitment to /k@"mItm@nt tu;/  (phrase) willingness to work hard 
and give your energy and time to a job or an activity

conviction /k@n"vIkSn/  (n) a strong opinion or belief
credibility /%kred@"bIlIti/  (n) the quality that sb / sth has that makes 

people believe or trust them
culture of trust /%kVltS@r @v "trVst/  (phrase) an attitude of  trusting 

each other that is shared by people within an organization or 
group

daunting /"dO;ntIN/  (adj) difficult enough to make sb feel nervous 
and not completely confident

decisive /dI"saIsIv/  (adj) able to make decisions quickly and with 
confidence

disparate /"dIsp@r@t/  (adj) made up of  parts or people that are very 
different from each other

diversify /daI"v3;sIfaI/  (v) to develop a wider range of  products, 
interests, skills, etc. in order to be more successful or reduce risk

empathy /"emp@Ti/  (n) the quality of  being able to understand 
another person’s feelings or experiences

establish authority /I%st&blIS O;T"Qr@ti/  (phrase) to succeed in 
making people accept sth such as your authority

exert influence over /Ig%zE;t "Influ@ns @Uv@/  (phrase) to use power 
to affect sb / sth

flourish /"flVrIS/  (v) to develop quickly and be successful
foster /"fQst@(r)/  (v) to encourage sth to develop
generate /"dZen@reIt/  to produce or create sth
hands-off /%h&nz "Qf/  (adj) dealing with people by not becoming 

involved and by allowing them to make their own decisions
humble /"hVmbl/  (adj) showing you do not think that you are more 

important than other people
integrity /In"tegrIti/  (n) the quality of  being honest and having 

strong moral principles
instil confidence in /In%stIl "kQnfId@ns In/  (phrase) to gradually 

make sb feel or think in a particular way
micromanage /"maIkr@Um&nIdZ/  (v) to control every aspect and 

detail of  a business, project, etc.
mutual respect /"mju;tSu;@l rIs%pekt/  (phrase) when two or more 

people regard each other equally highly
overt /@U"v3;t/  (adj) done in an open and obvious way
passionate /"p&S@n@t/  (adj) having or showing strong feelings of  

enthusiasm for sth or belief  in sth
people-focused /"pi;pl f@Uk@st/  (adj) giving attention and effort to 

people and to their needs and feelings
recognize an achievement /%rek@gnaIz @n @"tSi;vm@nt/  (phrase) to 

notice and thank or praise sb for what they have achieved
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recoup /rI"kU;p/  (v) to get back an amount of  money that you have 
spent or lost

reinforce a sense of /ri;In"fO;s @ %sens @v/  (phrase) to make a feeling 
about something stronger

self-aware /%self@"we@;(r)/  (adj) understanding what your own good 
and bad qualities are

trait /treIt/  (n) a particular quality in sb’s personality
withdraw /wID"drO;/  (v) to stop giving or offering sth to sb

Unit 11 
abide by /@"baId baI/  (phrase) to accept and act according to a law, 

an agreement, etc.
appreciably /@"pri;S@bli/  (adv) in a way that can clearly be noticed
backlog /"b&klQg/  (n) a quantity of  work that should have been 

done already, but has not yet been done
be committed to /bi; k@"mItId %tu;/  (phrase) willing to put time and 

energy into doing sth because you believe strongly in it
comparatively /k@m"p&r@tIvli/  (adv) as compared to sth / sb else
conduct business with /k@n%dVkt "bIzn@s wID/  (phrase) to carry out 

business activities such as buying and selling
considerably /k@n"sIdr@bli/  (adv) to a fairly large degree
drought /draUt/  (n) a long period of  time when there is little or no 

rain
have a passion for /h&v @ "p&S@n fO;(r)/  (phrase) to have a very 

strong liking or enthusiasm for sth
hold ourselves accountable to /%h@Uld aU@selvz @"kaUnt@bl 

tu;/  (phrase) to accept that you are responsible for your decisions 
or actions and be willing to explain them to sb

hostile /"hQstaIl/  (adj) unfriendly or aggressive and ready to argue
hypo-allergenic /%haIp@U &l@"dZenIk/  (adj) unlikely to cause an 

allergic reaction
increasingly difficult /In"kri;sINli %dIfIk@lt/  (phrase) more and more 

awkward
irretrievably damaging /IrI"tri;v@bli %d&mIdZIN/  (phrase) harming 

something to an extent that it cannot be solved or made right
mouldy /"m@Uldi/  (adj) covered with mould (=a substance like fur 

that grows on old food)
noticeably /"n@UtIs@bli/  (adv) in a way that is easy to notice
offsetting /"QfsetIN/  (n) the practice of  paying money towards 

projects that help the environment to try to cancel out the 
harmful effect of  carbon emissions produced by your activities

potentially disastrous /p@%tenS@li dI"zA;str@s/  (phrase) possibly very 
bad or harmful in the future

presumably /prI"zju;m@bli/  (adv) used to say that you think that sth 
is probably true

pride ourselves on /"praId aU@selvz Qn/  (phrase) to be proud of  sth
profoundly worrying /pr@"faUndli %wVriIN/  (phrase) of  very serious 

concern
relatively stable /%rel@tIvli "steIbl/  (phrase) compared to other 

things, fairly likely to stay the same and not likely to change 
suddenly 

robust /r@U"bVst/  (adj) strong and not easy to break
scruffy /"skrVfi/  (adj) untidy or dirty
scrutiny /"skru;tIni/  (n) careful and thorough examination
sensitive to /"sensItIv tu;/  (phrase) aware of  and able to understand 

other people’s feelings
shortfall /"SO;tfO;l/  (n) less of  sth than you need or expect

significantly different /sIg"nIfIk@ntli %dIfr@nt/  (phrase) to a large 
enough degree to be important

soar /sO;(r)/  (v) to increase quickly
strive to achieve /%straIv tu; a"tSi;v/  (phrase) to try very hard to do 

something
surprisingly /s@"praIzINli/  (adv) in a way that causes surprise
time off in lieu /taIm Qf In "lu;/  (phrase) time that you are allowed 

to take off  work in exchange for something, such as extra hours 
you have worked at another time

underpin /Vnd@"pIn/  (v) to support or form the basis of  an 
argument, a claim, etc.

unexpectedly rapid /VnIk"spektIdli %r&pId/  (phrase) in a way that 
was not expected to be so fast or quick

verify /"verIfaI/  (v) to check that sth is true or accurate
work cohesively with /%w3;k k@U"hi;sIvli wID/  (phrase) work in a 

way that forms a united whole

Unit 12 
appeal to /@"pi;l tu;/  (phr v) to attract or interest sb
aspirational /%&spI"reIS@nl/  (adj) wanting very much to achieve 

success in your career or to improve your social status and 
standard of  living

brutally /"bru;t@li/  (adv) speaking in a direct and clear way about 
sth unpleasant

buy into /%baI "Int@/  (phr v) to accept and believe that an idea or 
plan is good

cash cows /"k&S kaUz/  (n pl) products or parts of  a business that 
always make a profit and that provide money for the rest of  the 
business

conspicuous /k@n%spIkju@s/  (adj) attracting attention; being noticed
consumer profile /k@n%sju;m@ "pr@UfaIl/  (phrase) a description 

of  the type of  person who buys or is likely to buy a product or 
service

distinguish /dIs"tIngwIS/  (v) to be a characteristic that makes two 
things different

exploitative /Ik"splOIt@tIv/  (adj) treating sb unfairly in order to gain 
an advantage or to make money

figuratively /"fIg@r@tIvli/  (adv) using words with a meaning that 
is not the literal (usual, basic) meaning, in order to create a 
particular mental picture

generate a demand for /%dZen@reIt @ dI"mA;nd fO;/  (phrase) to 
create or produce a desire or need for sth

guru /"gUru;/  (n) a person who is an expert on a particular subject 
and advises others

hold out for /%h@Uld "aUt fO;(r)/  (phrase) to hope or try to get sth
in the pipeline /%In D@ "paIplaIn/  (phrase) being discussed, planned, 

or prepared
literally /"lItr@li/  (adv) using words with their most usual, basic 

meaning so that you mean exactly what you say
live up to /lIv "Vp tu;/  (phrase) to do as well as or be as good as sth
market penetration /%mA;kIt pen@"treISn/  (n) the policy of  trying 

to gain a larger share of  a market, for example by changing the 
price of  a product or advertising more, rather than changing the 
product itself

materialistic /m@%tI@ri@"lIstIk/  (adj) caring more about money and 
possessions than anything else

motivational /%m@UtI"veIS@nl/  (adj) making people feel that they 
want to do sth, especially sth that involves hard work and effort
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be phased by /bI; "feIzd baI/  (phrase) feel confused, upset, or 
worried, so that you do not know what to do

pick up on /pIk "Vp Qn/  (phr v) to notice sth so you can react to it
play on /"pleI Qn/  (phr v) to take advantage of  sb’s feelings
promote the consumption of /pr@%m@Ut D@ k@n"sVmpSn @v/   

(phrase) to help to develop and encourage the buying and use of  
something

put across /%pUt @"krQs/  (phr v) to communicate a message or idea 
successfully

rare commodity /%re@ k@"mQd@ti/  (phrase) something useful or 
valuable that is hard to get

readjust /%ri;@"dZVst/  (v) to change sth slightly
reinforce an association between /%ri;In"fO;s @n @s@Usi;%eISn bItwi;n/  

(phrase) to make a relationship between two things stronger
ring alarm bells /%rIN @"lA;m belz/  (phrase) to make people start to 

feel worried or suspicious
stakeholders /"steIkh@Uld@(r)z/  (n pl) people or companies that 

are involved in a particular organization, project, system, etc., 
especially because they have invested money in it

status-anxiety /"steIt@s &NzaI@ti/  (phrase) a feeling of  being worried 
or not confident about your social or professional position in 
relation to others

tailor towards a need /"teIl@ t@wO;dz @ ni;d/  (phrase) to make or 
adapt sth specially for a particular purpose or person

be taken in by /bi; %teIk@n "In baI/  (phrase) made to believe sth that 
is not true

tap into /%t&p "Intu;/  (phr v) to use or take advantage of  something 
such as a feeling that already exists

tend to /"tend %tu;/  (phrase) to be likely to do sth or to happen in a 
particular way because this is what often or usually happens

the other end of the spectrum /Di; %VD@r end @v D@ "spektr@m/   
(phrase) something that is completely different from something 
else because it is at the opposite end of  a range of  possibilities, 
qualities, etc.

urge /3;dZ/  (n) a strong desire to do sth
USP /%ju; es "pi;/  (n) unique selling point: a feature of  a product 

or service that makes it different from other similar products or 
services 


